Faculty Assembly Delegation
(Elected by Voting Faculty)

Annual Report—2022

Members:
Mimi Chapman, Chair of the Faculty (serves Ex Officio), Social Work
mimi@email.unc.edu
Eileen Dewitya, At-large Delegate (term expired 2022), University Library
heeran@email.unc.edu
Chaitra Powell, At-large Delegate (term expired 2022), University Library
chaitra@email.unc.edu
Jenny Womack, At-large Delegate (resigned in 2022), Allied Health
jennifer_womack@med.unc.edu
Jan Hannig, At-large Delegate (term expires 2024), Statistics and Operations Research
jan.hannig@unc.edu
Kimberly Brownley, At-large Delegate (term expires 2025), Psychiatry
kim_brownley@med.unc.edu
Arlene Seña-Soberano, At-large Delegate (term expires 2025), Infectious Diseases
arlene_soberano@med.unc.edu
Anthony Hackney, At-large Delegate (term expires 2023), Exercise and Sport Science/Nutrition
thackney@med.unc.edu
Dimitri Trembath, Alternate, (term expired 2022), Neuropathology
Dimitri.Trembath@unchealth.unc.edu
Andy Hessick, Alternate (term expires 2023), Law
ahessick@email.unc.edu
Sorin Mitran Alternate (term expires 2023), Mathematics
mitran@unc.edu

Report prepared by: Jan Hannig (Chair of the UNC-CH delegation), 1/10/2023

Committee charge:

(a) The delegation of the General Faculty to the Faculty Assembly of The University of North Carolina is composed of four members elected by the voting faculty and the chair of the faculty or the chair’s designee. The chair of the faculty designates the chair of the delegation. The Committee on University Government may amend the provisions of this paragraph with respect to the number of members of the delegation when required by a change in the number of members of the Faculty Assembly apportioned to the University. Such amendments are reported promptly to the secretary of the faculty and by him or her to the General Faculty.
(b) The delegation represents the faculty of the University at the Faculty Assembly of The University of North Carolina and reports to the Faculty Council on matters of interest relating to the Faculty Assembly and actions taken by that body. [Entire § 4-12 recodified February 19, 2016.]

Role of the Faculty Assembly (FA)

a. Advise – the UNC System President and informally the Board of Governors (BOG)

b. Advocate – for faculty in partnership with the staff and on behalf of our students
Activities:

1. The UNC CH delegation meets prior to each assembly meeting (remote on Zoom) to discuss how to best represent UNC CH at the upcoming meeting.

2. The delegation has actively participated (attendance as well as discussion engagement) in the assembly meetings (remote on Zoom). Information on the FA meetings can be found at https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/10AQrgvOJ5Bgr3Tq6QrArU93inuhSuE12

3. The delegation has participated in their assigned committees. For example:
   a. Delegate Hannig participated in the Governance/Strategic Planning Committee that produced a minor revision of the code of Faculty Assembly. He is participating in the Finance Committee that is investigating wage gaps and inversions.
   b. Delegate Seña-Soberano has joined the Faculty Welfare Committee. The committee is focusing on the Faculty Workload document, and other issues including faculty development and burnout.

Recommendations for actions by Faculty Council: None